J/q4 mass. [2] and the resulting probability is required to exceed 0.5%. Figure 1. 
Mass Measurement

Production and Decay Rate
As mentioned above, the Aa production and decay rate can be measured relative to that of The largest systematic uncertainties are due to the fragmentation and decay dynamics of the &lb. 
Semileptonic Decay: .b, + .i$L-ClX
Production and Decay Rate
The reconstruction program described above was first carried out in the single electron data of the first 19.3 pb-'.
The pKx mass distribution is shown in Figure  4 for the "right sign" combinations, and Figure Such a short lifetime is difficult to accomodate theoretically.
[ll]
The :ib lifetime is measured at CDF with electrons and muons from 110 pb-' of data collected from 1992 to 1995.
[12] The analysis uses cuts similar to those used in the rate measurement.
The "right sign" and "wrong sign" pKr mass distributions are shown in Figure 7 . There are 197 % 2.5 "right sign" events, and again no discernible peak among the '*wrong sign" combinations. 
Lifetime Measurement
The hb lifetime has been measured using semileptonic decays at LEP and is notable for being unexpectedly short. QCD predictions place the lifetime ratio TA,/TBO at not much less than 0.9: [9] as shown in Figure 6 , the observed ratio is 
O3(sys). n30
The CDF lifetime measurement is compared in Figure 9 with other measurements which fully reconstruct the A$ and is seen to be consistent with them.
[13] Considered alone. it is also in good agreement with the theoretical expectation.
Conclusion
In 
